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Why read on?

Although 2017 is far too early 
to predict a return to the 
heyday of active currency 
management, more active 
or tactical approaches to 
managing portfolio-wide 
currency risks do appear 
to be experiencing a revival 
in popularity. 
Today’s climate raises new FX-related 
headaches for investors, provoking a 
rethink of historic decisions to implement 
hedging, leave exposures unhedged 
or delegate currency decisions to fixed 
income and equity managers. Three major 
trends are now driving change:

1) The emergence of a ‘two-speed world,’ 
as interest rates in the US and Europe 
diverge, creates a more supportive 
climate for trend-following currency 
strategies. This month saw the latest 
boost to the federal funds rate, with a 
target range up from 1% to 1.25%.

2) More frequent geopolitical macro events 
have boosted FX volatility.

3) Currency management costs (both 
passive and active) face closer scrutiny 
thanks to a more fee-conscious climate 
and the anticipation of more stringent 
transaction cost reporting requirements 
under Mifid II. 

In an effort to shed light on key themes, 
this paper offers an examination of a sub-
sector where we have observed increased 

investor appetite: active currency 
overlays, the hybrid blend of currency 
hedging and modest active return targets. 

A DNA of a Manager Search explores 
one pension fund’s recent hunt for 
appropriate solutions in this space. 
The case study reveals a universe of 
providers that has changed significantly 
since that investor’s last search, key 
distinctions in strategy and massive 
disparities in both visible and invisible 
costs for active and passive elements. 
Transaction Cost Analysis (TCA) formed 
a particularly vital aspect of the process, 
with input from independent specialist 
New Change FX. Far from being a dry 
technical afterthought, smart execution is 
increasingly recognised as one of the most 
significant areas where providers can 
add value. 

Expert insight: 
Transaction cost troubles
“FX flows are often simply treated as 
a back office function [by investors]. 
The irony is that banks, traders and 
brokers take the opposite point of 
view, spending millions on ensuring 
that they profit handsomely from 
this neglect. The profits…are rarely a 
result of taking trading risk, but rather 
come directly from the pockets of the 
unaware.” Andy Woolmer, CEO, New 
Change FX (page 10)

Latest news
New bfinance data on fees and costs for active currency overlay strategies reveals huge dispersion, emphasising 
the need for close scrutiny. Management fees for the more expensive offerings were twice the price of the cheaper 
ones, while average transaction costs varied by more than 400%.

Industry headlines show Transaction Cost Analysis in the spotlight. For example, JP Morgan and HSBC recently 
announced partnerships with FX analytics start-up BestX to provide third-party TCA, revealing time stamps and 
comparable price sources at the time of dealing.

To date we have not seen credible survey data on the proportion of asset owners employing active as opposed 
to passive currency overlays or the use of providers for execution (one, multiple or in-house). The subject will be 
incorporated in the forthcoming bfinance Investor Implementation study
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Currency in context

The demise of FX Concepts in 
2013, once the world’s largest 
FX hedge fund manager with 
peak assets of $14 billion, was 
symbolic of a dramatic cull of 
currency offerings in both the 
currency alpha and the active 
overlay sectors.
Returns had been relatively weak since 
the early 2000s, in comparison with the 
1980s-1990s. In the aftermath of the 
financial crisis performance became even 
worse as the return of volatility undermined 
widely-used carry strategies. Various 
survivors saw a shift of their assets from 
active to passive products. Investment 
consultants that had previously encouraged 
investors to use active overlays decided 
that active currency now had no place in a 
risk-reducing hedging programme.

As early as 2014, those left standing were 
trumpeting a potential return to form. 
Fundraising by currency managers rose 
by more than 50% between 2014 and 
2015 according to eVestment. Yet the 
performance continued to disappoint: active 
manager returns remained rather weak 
through 2015-16, with little directionality 
in currency pair relationships to support 
momentum-based approaches.

Meanwhile, the most significant decisions 
surrounding investors’ FX exposures – 
whether to hedge them, how much to 
hedge, whether to hedge passively or 
tactically – have been challenged by 
events since 2014. In Europe, a phase of 
dollar strengthening has seen investors 
with a large hedge ratio looking over their 
shoulders at potential gains that they could 
otherwise have obtained and could ill-afford 
to miss given the low-return environment. 

In the U.S. and countries with USD-pegged 
currencies, the same period has harmed 
endowments and pension funds that had 
kept international investments unhedged. 
That, after all, was a relatively mainstream 
approach underpinned by diversification 
and the expectation that the dollar would 
weaken over the long term, not to mention 

aversion to cumbersome liquidity calls. 
Globally, investors with little or modest 
protection from currency volatility have 
seen Sharpe ratios suffer from more 
frequent macroeconomic or geopolitical 
events.

Figure 1: The currency management spectrum

Active currency 
overlay

Investor sets long-term passive 
currency benchmark and hedge 
ratio (proportion to be hedged, 
eg ~50%) for all forex exposure.

Manager can deviate from 
benchmark seeking modest 
(e.g. 1%) active return.

Managed internally or externally 
(banks, broad asset managers, 
FX managers). 

Fees 6-20bps, transaction costs 
0.5-2.5bps.

Passive currency 
hedging

Investor sets long-term passive 
currency benchmark and hedge 
ratio (proportion to be hedged, 
eg ~50%) for all forex exposure.

Managed internally or externally 
(banks, custodians).

Fees 1-5bps; transaction costs 
0.5-2.5bps.

Active currency 
management

Currency for alpha.

Investor allocates small portion 
of assets to a FX manager (hedge 
fund). 

Usually externally managed.

Fees between 1%+10% 
and 2%+25%.
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Meanwhile, and rather quietly, active 
currency management has been playing 
an increasingly critical role in other parts of 
investors’ portfolios. For example:

> Alternative risk premia strategies 
have entered the investment mainstream, 
with currency representing a key source 
of returns alongside equity, fixed income 
and commodities (see The Changing World 
of Alternative Beta, bfinance, November 
2016). These multi-asset and multi-strategy 
approaches don’t rely solely on currency 
for their performance and are therefore 
seen as more ‘all-weather.’

> CTAs, which have surged in popularity 
thanks to their diversification profile 
against more traditional risk assets, also 
incorporate a strong currency flavour. 

> Active fixed income managers have 
increasingly been expected to use currency 
as a key source of return while yields have 
remained depressed, although recently 
published papers such as Currency 
Crowdedness Generated by Global Bond 

Funds (Journal of Portfolio Management, 
2017) have indicated that beta-type 
currency bets predominate.

While these developments have taken 
place, another critical subject has also risen 
to the fore: the hidden costs involved in 
currency management. Although front-end 
fees receive column inches, transaction 
costs have been the subject of serious 
reappraisal from investors and regulators 
alike. The days of prop trading scandals 
may have ended; the days of investors 
accessing more cost-efficient trading are 
only just beginning.

Amid these interrelated dynamics one 
key message is clear: while pure active 
currency managers have not really returned 
to favour, the question of tactical currency 
management and its role in institutional 
portfolios is more pertinent than ever.

Figure 2: The value of the United States dollar relative to a basket of foreign currencies

Source: Bloomberg. This provides an illustration of currency volatility.
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DNA of a manager search: 
active currency overlay

Between late 2016 and early 
2017, bfinance assisted a 
European pension fund in the 
search for active currency 
overlay managers.  
While this investor had run an active 
overlay programme since 1996, they were 
convinced that a refined approach could 
deliver better results. Over 20 years, the 
active part of the overlay had delivered just 
20bps per annum in excess return; this 
was a somewhat disappointing figure, even 
though the overlay had succeeded in its 
primary objective of reducing volatility.

The new remit was not markedly different: 
passive currency hedging of the pension 
fund’s non-EUR investments, with limited 
discretion to employ active currency 
management “when there is a compelling 
case for superior risk-adjusted returns.” 

Yet the new return target was considerably 
more substantial than what had been 
achieved in the past, at 100bps per annum 
above the passively hedged benchmark. 
This 1% return would, in theory, offset the 
costs of hedging. Historically, an active 
overlay arrangement has also provided the 
benefit of reducing cashflow pressures, 
although this will change shortly under 
new regulations (EMIR) which will require 
the collateralisation of forwards and force 
cashflows to be reset regularly rather than 
at the end of contracts.

The search was based on a broad universe 
of more than 100 providers spanning 
banks, specialist FX shops and diversified 
asset managers. Eight were ultimately 
selected for a detailed review, four went 
through to the due diligence phase and 
two have since been selected.

Investor insight: 
Search in context

“We have been doing active 
currency overlays since 1996. 
Our original programme was 
motivated by academic studies 
through the late 1980s and early 
1990s - Mark Kritzman, Boston 
University, State Street and so on. 
That programme ran for twenty 
years. From inception to date it 
added about 20bps per annum 
against our passively hedged 
benchmark (we are targeting 
100bps now). Most of that 
outperformance came from the 
period before 2001; since 2001 
the programme has eaten into 
performance. However, even 
when it’s been slightly negative, 
the overlay has greatly reduced 
volatility, meaning that our 
Sharpe Ratio improved.”

Source: bfinance

Figure 3: Provider universe

Banks

Diversified asset managers

Specialist FX managers
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There are two primary styles 
of active FX overlay available 
to investors today: dynamic 
hedging and multi-strategy.   
Dynamic hedging is a pure trend-following 
strategy. Practitioners ‘dynamically’ adjust 
hedge ratios to under-hedge stronger 
currencies and over-hedge weaker ones, 
predominantly based on systematic trend-
following strategies. They have struggled 
in somewhat directionless markets, with 
precious little momentum to exploit, though 
the advent of a ‘two-speed world’ in rates 
should lend greater support.

Multi-strategy approaches, on the other 
hand, should in theory deliver excess return 
regardless of whether currencies ‘trend,’ 
applying a range of more fundamental 
models alongside momentum signals. The 
three main examples are: value (often PPP 
based), carry (the most widely applied 
currency factor) and macro (examining 
economic fundamentals). These are 
illustrated in Figure 5.

Investor insight: 
Style choices
“When we first started doing 
active currency overlays in ‘96 
there were two types of manager: 
bottom-up and top-down. The 
picture today is very different. 
All are now ‘top-down,’ but there 
is a divide between ‘dynamic 
hedging’ (managers apply 
trend-following models to predict 
currency movements) and hedge 
fund-type strategies. I’d have 
liked to hire one of each. But 
it’s hard to explain the hedge 
fund-type to the regulator. In 
the end we chose two dynamic 
hedging managers; one is a 
little more fundamental and 
the other more purely 
systematic.”

Source: bfinance. Correlations between the monthly returns of these strategies are relatively low, for example valuation vs. macro momentum 
or investor flows vs. forward yields. 

Figure 5: Multi-strategy models

Category Factor Strategy

Carry Interest rates (real or nominal) Buy currencies with high rates of return; sell those with low rates of return

Valuation PPP (absolute or relative) Buy undervalued currencies; sell overvalued currencies

Macro Macro momentum Buy currencies of countries with stronger economic growth expectations

Other

Forward yields Buy currencies with positive yield outlook

Volatility Sell currencies with deteriorating volatility expectations

Yield momentum or investor flows Buy currencies where return expectations are rising

Figure 4: Active currency overlay - two families 

 Dynamic hedging  Multi-strategy

Trend following in currency pairs. Can add 
sophistication by employing multiple time horizons.
Primarily systematic.
Analogous to an options-replication strategy.
Can only add value when currencies trend.

Includes trend-following and fundamental (valuation, 
carry, macro). Multiple models, inputs.
Can be discretionary (fundamental) as well as 
systematic; usually both.
Should provide a more all-weather return profile as 
not solely reliant on trend.
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The differing return profiles can, perhaps, 
be illustrated by the active performance 
of two of the managers involved in this 
particular search. This data, shown in Figure 
6, showcases the more prominent step 
pattern of the effective dynamic hedging 
provider: flattened periods when trends 
are less prevalent; gains being made when 
trends are present. The multi-strategy 
manager, on the other hand, delivers a 
more gradual accumulation with a broad 
range of models operating independently.

Managers in this process were assessed 
and scored on a range of key elements 
including the strength of their investment 
and risk processes, the quality of execution, 
fees, reporting capability, reputation, 
experience and more. A manager 
assessment framework tailored to the client 
can prove particularly relevant in this space. 
Reporting capabilities were just as critical 
for this investor as the investment process 
itself, as was the ability for managers to 
work effectively with their custodian. 

Assessing the past performance of 
these providers is by no means simple. 
The manager’s return stream combines 
the passive with the active component: 
separation of the return streams is vital 
to understand whether the active returns 
are adding value. Not all managers 
were able to identify and attribute with 
sufficient granularity: in many ways this is a 
“reporting” issue as much as performance 
assessment challenge. 

Investor insight: 
Understanding performance

“One difficulty in our old 
programme was performance 
analysis. We were quite dependent 
on external custodians and 
accountants, since specialist 
performance measurement was 
expensive. It was hard to get 
proper attribution of returns, to 
work out performance; these 
overlays are very customised 
to our portfolio, so there’s no 
straightforward comparison 
between different providers. 

“A year before launching our new 
search we began using a shadow 
manager. We communicated our 
exposures and they told us what 
they would have implemented. 
This revealed a large deviation 
in decisions – they were better, 
for example, at reducing volatility 
through the Brexit referendum 
than our manager. This is one 
advantage of having multiple 
providers now: we can 
compare them.

“When we did begin our 
new search, performance 
comparison was an important 
challenge. One step we took 
was measuring the quality of 
the active management using a 
perfect hindsight comparison, 
calculating an information 
coefficient specifically for active 
currency overlay. We can look at 
each decision (in terms of how 
one currency will move against 
another) versus the correct 
decision in hindsight and calculate 
a hit rate (the percentage of times 
they got the decision right), which 
gives us our information coefficient 
(and, multiplied by the ‘breadth’ of 
decisions and the hedge ratio per 
decision, our information ratio).”

Source: bfinance

Figure 6: Cumulative active performance of one ‘dynamic hedging’ 
and one ‘multi-strategy’ manager
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When it comes to fees and 
costs, manager pricing is 
widely dispersed. The more 
expensive management 
fees were twice as high as 
those of the cheapest, while 
transaction costs varied by 
more than 400%.   
Analysis revealed that those with lower 
headline charges often proved to have 
higher average transaction costs and vice 
versa, making it even more vital not to take 
fees at face value and consider the overall 
package of expenses. These differences 
are strongly correlated with the type of 
provider. Banks tend to offer principal 
relationships, executing all trades through 
their own institutions; others operated on 
an agency basis with open architecture 
execution. In addition, there were 
substantial savings to be gained with larger 
mandates, since the majority of providers 
offered tiered rates depending on AuM.

The quality of execution is highly 
significant: this can be a major source 
of value erosion if not done with care. 
Given the importance of transaction cost 
analysis for provider selection in both 
passive hedging and active currency 
overlays, bfinance brought in the expertise 
of independent currency TCA specialist 
New Change FX for searches in this 

space and ensured that TCA represented 
a meaningful component within the 
overall manager assessment scorecard. 
A robust quantitative methodology, 
featuring comparison of live trade data 
with independent rates rather than self-
reporting by managers, allowed for an 
objective assessment on a unifom basis. 

Investor insight: 

“With more than one manager we 
will be looking to compare the 
quality of their trade execution – 
what prices they actually get for 
their forwards, for instance.” 

Source: bfinance. The quoted management fee was often broken down into a specified blend of passive and active fees. Quoted passive fees ranged 
from 1-4bps and quoted active fees ranged from 8-20bps excluding outliers

Figure 7: Quoted management fees and transaction costs (range and median)
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Expert insight: transaction costs in the spotlight
“What does sub-optimal FX trading really cost? Let’s take an example: an average UK 
pension portfolio. Around 60% of such a pot, according to the Investment Association, 
is invested in non-GBP assets, of which 63% is hedged back to GBP. Those hedges 
are rolled once a month. We calculate that passive execution at the 4pm fix (the most 
common practice) costs approximately 8bps per transaction, which means that this 
pension portfolio loses a staggering 15% of its value in FX fees over its entire lifetime.
 
“Switching away from periodic benchmarking to a live benchmark should reduce costs 
to around 1.5bps, or less than 3% of the pot. Good asset managers can have FX 
costs as low as 0.5bps, while we have identified schemes whose custodian executes 
for the asset managers where the investor pays more than 10bps per transaction over 
and above a non-defined market spread. The costs could reach a quarter of the entire 
pension pot on that basis. 
 

“Although FX usually contributes the highest volume of trading of any asset class within a portfolio, it is almost always 
the most neglected. FX flows are treated as a back office function rather than an important component of cost and an 
asset (liquidity) which can be sold to the market. Banks, traders and brokers spend millions on ensuring that they profit 
handsomely from this neglect. Any bank’s balance sheet will show 20% of income from FX. These profits are rarely a 
result of taking trading risk, but rather come directly from the pockets of the unaware.
 
“The FX market operates on a two-tier basis with ‘insiders’ or ‘price-makers’ knowing a great deal about price 
formation, risk and costs, and ‘outsiders’ or ‘clients’ being treated as cash cows. FX is not traded ‘on exchange’ where 
prices are fair and transparent. These are ‘principal to principal’ markets in which the interests of the client and the bank 
or broker are in direct opposition. Much of the supposedly neutral infrastructure has been built to favour the price maker 
and not the client. When it comes to transaction information, clients suffer from last look, first look, skew, non-disclosed 
mark-ups, front running (or ‘pre-hedging’) and other issues. Asset owners face difficult questions, made even more 
pressing by the advent of new regulatory requirements: FX costs may soon become a matter of public record.

“the [average] portfolio loses a staggering 
 15% of its value in FX fees”
 
“When analysing partners for passive or active overlays, it is important to assess each manager’s ability to navigate 
the treacherous shoals of the FX markets. Our assessments are done by taking a list (e.g. 2,000 samples) of FX trades 
done by the manager in markets appropriate to the client’s target risk markets and trade types (spot, forwards, swaps, 
NDFs, etc). Each trade fill (the ‘rate’) is then compared to an independent and accurate ex-ante reference point (an 
independent rate derived the millisecond before the transaction). This means that a USD cost and a basis point cost is 
produced for every deal against a common reference rate and in a common way. This is also the methodology required 
in the PRIIPs legislation. 
 
“We see others conducting searches and asking managers to submit TCA results themselves rather than assessing 
costs against an independent rate. This creates problems. Firstly, FX rates can be manipulated: if a manager wants the 
costs to appear low then they may use the TCA provided by the same platform they use to execute trades. Secondly, 
if each manager is permitted to submit TCA on a different basis then any form of comparison becomes completely 
unusable due to a lack of common methodology.
 
“Having established what costs are being incurred by managers in certain currency pairs and transaction types on 
a common basis, it becomes simple to see which managers have genuine expertise and which are allowing their 
investors to be overcharged. Beyond selection, it is important to ensure that execution quality does not decline as a 
later date through continued scrutiny. FX trading costs are a headache. But with an objective search process and a 
solid framework they can be managed and controlled.”

Andy Woolmer 
CEO, New Change FX
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Active currency overlay strategies today fall into two main families: dynamic hedging and multi-strategy. 
The latter offers a more all-weather approach but greater complexity and certain investors may have 
difficulty explaining the use of hedge funds for overlays to regulators.

A manager assessment framework that is highly tailored to the investor is essential in the active overlay 
sector. Portfolio-specific performance outcomes, regional reporting requirements and fit with other 
providers such as custodians must be considered. 

Transaction costs are highly significant in both active and passive currency management and 
conventional assessment methods are flawed. Average trading costs can vary from under 0.5bps to 
more than 10bps, according to New Change FX, which can mean the difference between <3% and 
>25% of total AuM over an individual’s full investment lifetime. Managers shortlisted in the case study 
presented here had average t-costs ranging from 0.46bps to 2.68bps while management fees were 
also highly dispersed. 

Key takeaways
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